Ethernet WDM Aggregation Networks

Call For Interest Closing Plenary Report
Concensus building meeting

- Met Tuesday evening 7:00 – 8:30 pm
- Approximately 90 individuals attended
- CFI Material was presented by:
  - Duane Remein (Huawei) and Chris Cole (Finisar)
  - Supported by 49 individuals from 31 entities
- The material provided information on the needs of the access aggregation market and potential technologies to fill that need.
Straw Polls

_90_ Number of people in the room

_14_ I would participate in an Ethernet WDM Aggregation Network Study Group if formed

_11_ My company would support participation in an Ethernet WDM Aggregation Network Study Group if formed

Should the 802.3 WG form a study group to develop a PAR and 5 Criteria for Ethernet WDM Aggregation Networks?

Y: 26        N: 20        A: 25
Thank You

Duane.Remein@huawei.com